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In our journey of walking with families, we believe that getting to know
them is an important piece in order to provide meaningful and valuable
support. Extend-A-Family has been working on the strategic plan
initiated a couple of years ago which allows us to continue to strive to be
the most effective for our members. Getting to know staff and their gifts
help all to utilize everyone to the best of our abilities. Our one-page profile
reflects the values we bring to the community.
Ralph Waldo Emerson “life
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is a journey not a destination.”

How can Extend-A-Family be successful
IT IS IMPORTANT FOR EXTEND-A-FAMILY TO :


Know the history of Extend-A-Family and how this has shaped us as an organization to guide our work of today



Work in partnership with families and community partners



Build meaningful relationships with families and loved ones



Work alongside families



Cultivate positivity while seeking creative solutions



Seek to understand and accept the realities of the lives of families



Gently encourage



Accept or hold the knowledge that inclusion is a journey



Provide time and support needed for each family and community member to understand and accept the values
of inclusion

Adapted from The Learning Community for Person Centered Practices and Helen Sanderson Associates

www.helensandersonassociates.co.uk/person-centred-practice/one-page-profiles/one-page-profile-templates/

CALL
for

Submissions

What else might you be looking for in this newsletter? We would love to hear from you.
If you would like to submit an article or item to an upcoming Extend-A-Family newsletter or
website, please send your submission to your Coordinator or to the office, indicating such. All
submissions must have a signed release form from the author and any photographs must have
consent release forms from all persons appearing in the photo. All submissions are subject
to the discretion of Extend-A-Family. We cannot guarantee that your contribution will be used.

Meet the Staff of Extend-A-Family
Joy Alma, Coordinator
I’ve been a partner of Extend-A-Family
since 2016 and joined the team as a
Coordinator in 2019. Outside of work, I’m
a busy mother of two active boys and an
avid runner.

Nusrat Motala, Coordinator
I have been working with Extend-A-Family
since April 2017. I value the importance
of working one person at a time and
am committed to supporting families
throughout their journey of inclusion. I
enjoy spending time with my family, cooking and nature walks.
Extend-A-Family Winter 2020
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Kristen Carhart, Coordinator
I joined Extend-A-Family as a Coordinator
and Safe & Secure Futures Network East
Facilitator in 2016. My loves are my
partner and daughter. I find joy in all things
outdoors and nature. I enjoy connecting
with people and new experiences.
Cate Downey, Office Manager
I have been a member of Extend-A-Family
since 1974, an employee from 1996,
adult sibling group member since 2010.
My passions include my beautiful family,
organization, knitting, reading, and laughter.
Ruth Fernandes, Executive Director
I got to know about Extend-A-Family
a number of years ago at a parent
night. Subsequently my experience as
a Coordinator and more recently as an
Executive Director have been shaped by a
deep appreciation of the value of inclusion, participation and
belonging in community. These values help guide my vision
for the organization. I enjoy listening to and playing music.
Ahmad Jabbir, Coordinator
I joined Extend-A-Family’s Adult Sibling
Group in 2014 and became an employee
in 2018. I am passionate about basketball,
reading, and traveling.

Alyssa Marshall, Coordinator
I have been working with Extend-A-Family
since March 2019. I am truly inspired by
the resiliency of the families and young
people I support, along with the many gifts
they bring into their communities. I enjoy
being surrounded by friends, family and fur friends.
Anne Murray, Coordinator
I have worked with Extend-A-Family since
March 2008. I have been inspired by the
openness of families and the courage, love
and resiliency they share. I am passionate
about: building relationships in all aspects
of life, being a parent of 3 grown men, travel, adventure with
hiking, and taking the time to enjoy the beauty of each day.
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Michelle Pervin, Coordinator
I have a keen interest in integration and
inclusiveness for children. Autism has
had a profound impact on my life ever
since my younger brother was diagnosed.
Witnessing his experience firsthand has
inspired and motivated me to devote my career to bettering
the lives of children and their families.
Salvatore Rocchese, Coordinator
I have been a coordinator since September
2002. I have been blessed to work in
an environment that allows me the
opportunities to develop my community
building skills and my passion for
supporting children. I enjoy long walks, sharing special
moments with friends and family. I have a passion for life and
live every second to the fullest.
Kim Southern-Paulsen, Coordinator
My family joined Extend-A-Family in 2005
and I have been a coordinator since 2007.
My passions are family engagement,
inclusive education and inclusive
communities – it is all about belonging
and relationships.
In the off time, I enjoy the outdoors, gardening, yoga and
family.
Rachael Wallace, Coordinator
I have been working as a Coordinator with
Extend-A-Family since December 2019.
Prior to this position, I was an Inclusive
Recreation Assistant with Extend-A-Family
in the summer of 2018. I enjoy reading,
crocheting, and spending time with my loved ones. I am
motivated by the gifts of the young people I support as they
positively contribute to the life of their communities.
Marissa Wolicki, Coordinator
I have worked at Extend-A-Family since
June 2015. Through my work, I am
committed to working collaboratively and
compassionately with families, in the hopes
of creating safe, respectful and supportive
spaces. I am inspired by the families that I work with and am
honoured to work in partnership with them each day.

Message from the Board Chair - Jennifer Wilson
Thank you to each and every one of you, our stakeholders, Extend-A-Family families, funders, staff, and volunteers.
Together we share a very powerful common goal of creating a world where people with and without disabilities
share in supportive relationships and communities. You each play a vital role in helping to realize this goal.
As we set our sights on another great year with Ruth Fernandes leading the organization, we have a strong sense
of purpose, strong stakeholder relationships and a program that is rooted in the highest concern for quality and
connection for the young people whom we serve.
Extend-A-Family has touched my life in many ways and I am honoured to chair the Board of Directors. I am deeply
compelled by the incredible mission that Ruth and the team live out every day.
Extend-A-Family has maintained a strong sustainable footing in the non-profit sector for many years and we look
forward to continuing to grow in our mission in the year ahead to continue to create belonging and community for
young people with disabilities and their families.

Message from the Executive Director - Ruth Fernandes
Each day there is one thing I really look forward to and that is taking a walk.
It allows me to exercise, meet with friends but most of all, clear my mind and
help create a sort of vision for the day’s events.
Earlier this year, Darcy Elks, an educator and advocate for people who are
societally devalued, spoke with families and Extend-A-Family staff about the
value of creating a vision for ourselves and our loved ones. Vision can bring
direction, purpose, choice and meaning to our lives.
Community, which is at the core of what we bring to families, is the place
that offers the good things in life – friendship, involvement, participation,
exchange, humour, conversation and belonging. To make this happen, each
one of us needs to play our part and be that welcoming presence in the
everyday ordinary life situations; this is where community is born. Families
are our greatest teachers in demonstrating courage and sensitivity to continue
the journey of inclusion.
Extend-A-Family is very grateful to Elizabeth Maclean, former Board Chair,
who guided our organization over the past couple of years. We now welcome
Jennifer Wilson, our current Board Chair who comes to Extend-A-Family with
a wealth of experience in the non-profit sector.

Wishes of good health, friendship and belonging to each one in year 2020.
Extend-A-Family Winter 2020
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Making the Most
This fall Extend-A-Family hosted its first parent series, Making the Most of Your Learning. This series was created
by Janet Klees and has been offered at Durham Association for Family Resources and Supports (DAFRS), and
they have just finished their 11th series! Making the Most is a six-week series which addresses life planning for
teens and adults with disabilities. The curriculum is built around the essentials needed to plan for an ordinary
everyday life in community. Parents play a key role in the series, as they share stories related to the themes of
the evening and encourage each other throughout.
Extend-A-Family would like to acknowledge and thank the DAFRS staff Selena Blake and Laura Powell for their
guidance and assistance in the planning and preparation of the series, and Selena for co-facilitating the sessions
with us. We would like to thank Janet Klees for sharing stories on demonstrating how to design good days. We
would like to thank Linda Dawe for sharing her vision for her daughter, Tiffany, and allowing us to have a glimpse
of Tiffany’s life and her knowledge of support. We would like to thank Susan Beayni for sharing her daughter,
Rebecca’s, stories of the importance of relationship and gathering your people through support circles.

Now Is the Time For Vision - Darcy Elks
In the spring of 2019, Extend-A-Family welcomed
international speaker Darcy Elks to walk us through the
importance of vision.
Darcy shared her family’s journey with her daughter and
how they have used vision to keep them moving in the
right direction. Vision has many components; it looks at
our loved one’s dreams for their future, their interests
and passions, and who do they want to be doing this
with while looking ahead 2 years, 5 years, and 10 years.
We are really considering the everyday ordinary things
we all consider for ourselves and our other children.
We include things like post-secondary school,
employment, hobbies, interests, housing, transportation,
relationships, friendships, vacations, travelling, etc.
The importance of vision is that it can keep us grounded
when times are tough. It helps us find the energy to stay
the course.
Darcy says...
Vision acts as a compass giving us direction.
Vision is like a telescope assisting us to look into the
future.
Visions acts as an anchor during difficult times, so we
do not make decisions that do not align with our values.
Vision comes from our beliefs, values, passions,
concerns and convictions.
Vision is birthed from our hearts, souls and minds.
Vision is the deep burning Yes!
When our vision is limited, we tend to make choices
6
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based on only what is in front of us. This will likely limit
the possibilities.
Darcy cautioned us, that when we have no vision, this
creates a void. When there is a void, others will attempt
to fill that void with a small or insignificant vision or
possibly a negative vision.
Some comments from the day were:
“The workshop was transformative.”
“The workshop exceeded my expectations.”
“If you don’t have a vision, others’ vision/expectations
will fill the void.”
“Actions come from our values.”
“Vision is important to everyone to lead a meaningful life.”
“We need to move ahead with vision, even if it’s just
small steps.”
Darcy was well received. Her expertise and sharing
pieces of her personal journey captured the imaginations
of her audience.

Employment the Gold Standard for Inclusion - Joe Dale
We had the pleasure of hearing from Joe Dale, CEO of Ontario Disability Employment Network. He presented
“Employment the Gold Standard for Inclusion”.
Joe shared with us these principles and values needed to find employment for people with disabilities.
All people can and should work to the best of their capacity.
Employment is the quickest and most direct route to inclusion for adults who have a disability.
We should presume everyone is employable until proven otherwise.
People with a disability should work in jobs that are fully integrated within the general workforce, 			
working side by side with coworkers without disabilities rather than enclaves, sheltered workshops, 		
social enterprises or other segregated models.
 Presume employable until proven otherwise.
 A decision not to consider employment for an individual is re-evaluated on a regular basis; the reasons
and rationale for this decision are fully documented.
 Some people may require assistance to achieve these goals whether through typical workplace
accommodations or personal support strategies like job coaches. Such accommodations should not deter
from the objective of paid employment.





“The number one indicator of successful labour market attachment for young adults with significant
disabilities is having had even one paid job while in high school.”
“The number two indicator of successful labour market participation is having higher expectations.”
The parent role begins when their children are young, and it starts at home. Consider which chores and
responsibilities your children can be doing at home. Joe shared a list of developmentally appropriate chores
from age 2 until the teen years. Encourage your loved one to develop their family role and role of neighbour
through chores, odd jobs and being helpful. Engaging in these “chores” will prepare them for responsibilities
associated with work.

Chores by age:
Ages 2 – 3










Make bed
Put laundry in the hamper
Put laundry away
Pick up toys
Put books on the bookshelf
Dust furniture
Help feed the family pet
Match socks
Clear place after meals

Ages 4 – 7














Help set the table
Make bed
Water plants/the garden
Help put away groceries
Put non-breakable (and not sharp) items
in the dishwasher
Switch laundry from the washer to dryer
Fold towels
Take out recycling/garbage
Help clear the table
Make a light snack
Pack their backpack for school
Sort silverware
Sweep floors
Extend-A-Family Winter 2020
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Ages 8 – 10













Clean their room
Set the table
Vacuum
Feed the family pet
Help wash the car
Take out the trash
Rake leaves
Help cook dinner or pack lunches
Empty/load the dishwasher
Put away groceries
Bring in the mail
Fold laundry and put it away

Ages 11 - 15














Clean bathroom
Help clean the kitchen
Wash dishes
Clear the table & load dishwasher
Mow the lawn
Shovel snow
Do laundry
Pack school lunch
Help with garden
Wash the car
Wash the dog
Bake/cook with limited supervision
Watch younger siblings for short periods of time

What can parents do?
At Home







Talk about jobs and working
Ask your son/daughter what they want to be when they grow up
Prepare them with good life skills and people skills
Teach responsibility, have chores, etc.
Teach the connection between effort and reward
Track skills, interests and things that motivate

At School





Push for higher expectations
Ensure a job or work is identified in IEPs
Ensure participation in co-ops outside of the school
Push for curriculum that has work skills focus

Summer and After School Jobs





Chores that pay
Paper routes, baby sitting, etc.
Part-time and summer jobs at McDonald’s, Tim Horton’s, etc.
Help kids learn what they’re good at and what they’re not, what they like and what they don’t.

Most of all:
 Expect that a job will be the natural progression for people who have a disability once they leave
the school system.
 Do not take a volunteer position where everyone else is paid! If you are doing the job, you need to get paid.

Extend-A-Family has hosted some worthy workshops and parent series in 2019. Each workshop provided
valuable learning for both parents and staff. Please check our website for upcoming workshops in 2020!
www.extendafamily.ca/news-events/conferences-workshops
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by Wardell Talento

by Wardell Talento

by Wardell Talento

My Family’s Journey - Naiomy
Prior to being involved with Extend-A-Family, we
were happy to go through school and community
life thinking that our twin boys won’t be a part as
they were in a segregated school and not involved
in their community.

children and how they are loved and accepted.
Friendship circles have given our children the
opportunity to explore friendship in and outside
of the classroom. Coordinators have supported
us with camp support.

After support from our Coordinators, attending
workshops and meeting other parents, we have
taken a bold step to ensure that our boys not
only belong in the school and community but are
included and are contributing. By taking a step of
faith by putting them in their home school, in the
regular class, we see marvellous changes in our

As a mother, connecting with other parents on
similar life journeys to build a good life for our
children gives me so much hope for the future.
We have been with Extend-A-Family now for more
than five years and it has changed our family, our
values and given us strength.

10
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My Son, Tristan - Hannah
We always believe that Tristan is a gift from
God. Everyone is created in a different way with
his or her uniqueness. Tristan’s challenges are
part of who he is and should not be deemed as
any form of negativity. Having that in mind, my
husband and I wanted Tristan to be seen, got
used to participating and familiar with others,
understood, accepted and appreciated.
The first step to achieve such a goal was to send
him to our neighbourhood school, in a regular
classroom. The journey has never been easy.
Educators have different agendas, and some of
them genuinely believed a segregated special
ed setting would be a better option. Therefore,
while holding on to what we believe in, we had
to educate them in what is right for Tristan.

Meanwhile, we have been doing our part to
show our willingness to cooperate with school
and demonstrate what a blessing to have Tristan
in the school and class. We have been doing
a variety of volunteer work in class, running
the school council, and raising money for the
school. We have been facilitating two parents’
social media groups to broadcast school events
and to build a strong community. We are
well-known because of Tristan and our
contribution to our school and community. We
no longer need to advocate for Tristan, and the
best support is provided to him.
Thanks to Tristan. He is truly a blessing.

Getting To Know Rebecca - Amanda
I have been an Extend-A-Family host for 4 months and counting. Extend-A-Family is an amazing

community to be involved with. Without them I would not have gotten the opportunity to meet
Rebecca and her family! Rebecca is a woman who is very independent, and she always takes her
time to appreciate the small things in life, which is something that I admire. We both enjoy walking
around Toronto, visiting museums and major shopping centres. I am looking forward to more
adventures with Rebecca!

Extend-A-Family Winter 2020
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Summer Student Partnership
Ella - Through working at Extend-A-Family as an Inclusive

Recreational Assistant, I got the opportunity to meet many
people and try lots of new things!
Julian is a young man I had the pleasure of spending a week
with this past summer. He is a fun, easygoing and smart
individual who I learned so much from during our time
together. Julian is very knowledgeable about celebrities.
During the week, he taught me lots of information such as
height, age and facts about different celebrities.
I had a lot of fun exploring the community with Julian.
Together we went on a bike ride and had many trips on public
transportation. My favourite part of the week was when we
travelled on the GO train downtown to Ripley’s Aquarium.
I will never forget the knowledge I gained and the adventures
had with Julian!

Julian Fabbri - This summer I spent time with Krista

and Ella. We went to several places in the community
including the CNE and Ripley’s Aquarium. I took pictures and
selfies during my adventures and then made a slideshow. We had
a lot of fun grocery shopping and baking too!

Tyler Richardson - Thank you so much Nestor and Janelle for being with me this summer.
You gave me a lot of support and helped me be able to help kids in Active Kids Camp at the Harbourfront
Center. I was able to help kids at lunch time, during activities, and games, and even when we went
to the splash pad. I also got the opportunity to volunteer at the Daily Bread Food Bank. Janelle and
I sorted mushrooms, onions, peppers, and potatoes. I am still volunteering at the food bank right
now. Next summer I might do this again. Maybe I will be a volunteer at a daycare too.

Support Circle
My name is Anjali. I am 17 years old and I have a support circle. I have named it Anjali’s Extraordinary
Circle. I have had a support circle for 4 years. We meet 3 or 4 times a year. We gather at my house
over some shared snacks with people that are important to me. I feel happy when we meet with my
support circle, we talk about what I have done in the past and talk about the future. My support circle
has family members and my friend Kaitlyn. I hope to have more friends join my circle. With help from
my circle I now have an email address where I send out invitations to my circle, I still need more
practice. Right now, I am looking for part time employment. I hope my support circle and I can come
up with ideas on how to support me.
12
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Extend-A-Family offers a variety of support groups across Toronto.
Visit our website, connect with staff or the office for information.
Web: www.extendafamily.ca  Email: info@extendafamily.ca
Phone: 416 484 1317

ADULT SIBLING SUPPORT GROUP
Location: Extend-A-Family office
Time and Day: 7:00pm-9:00pm, once a month on Thursdays
Contact: Ahmad 647-824-4252, aj@extendafamily.ca
DADS’ GROUP
Location: Extend-A-Family office
Time and Day: 7:00pm-9:00pm, once a month on Tuesdays
Contact: Ahmad 647-824-4252, aj@extendfamily.ca
EAST TORONTO EVENING PARENT GROUP
Location: Birkdale Community Centre
Time and Day: 7:00pm-8:30pm, once a month on Wednesdays
Contact: Kim 416-757-2780, ksp@extendafamily.ca
SAFE & SECURE FUTURE NETWORKS – EAST
Location: Extend-A-Family office
Time and Day: 7:00pm-9:00pm, once a month on Tuesdays
Contact: Kristen 647-292-5175, ssfne@extendafamily.ca
SAFE & SECURE FUTURE NETWORKS – WEST
Location: Royal York Road United Church
Time and Day: 7:00pm-9:00pm, once a month on Tuesdays
Contact: Alyssa 416-239-7161, ssfnw@extendafamily.ca
WEST PARENT SUPPORT GROUP
Location: Humber Valley Junior Middle School
Time and Day: 6:30pm- 8:30pm, once a month on Thursdays
Contact: Marissa Wolicki 647-292-5357, mw@extendafamily.ca
ACT SUPPORT GROUP (ACCEPTANCE AND COMMITMENT THERAPY)
Location: Extend-A-Family office
Time and Day: 7:00pm- 8:30pm, once a month on Tuesdays
Contact: Lee Steel 647-324-9491, lee.steel@extendafamily.ca
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A Letter from Victor
Just before the Annual General Meeting and Summer Gathering in June (2019), Extend-A-Family staff
received a beautifully authored letter from alumnus, Victor. This very letter brought many emotions for
us and confirmed our enthusiasm for the work we do. Meaningful inclusion and valued roles cannot be
measured by statistics, but rather, by the stories of our members.
“I am really blessed that I’ve been able to be a member of this Extend-A-Family mission which greatly
helped me to develop my skills, make connections, and develop into a confident and happy individual.
…. encouraged and (supported) not only individuals like me but also the parents and extended families.
…. learn about friendship…the value of each individual. We have to help Extend-A-Family to grow and help
more people in the community to have a better future. I thank Extend-A-Family for the great opportunity to
give a brief account of my association with the mission.”
Victor availed himself of:
• a friendship circle, “the benefits were great; become friendly with others, appreciate their talents.”
• Summer Students supported me “to tap into my skill and gained confidence,” became more
independent by getting around Toronto and volunteered and “be a valuable contributor to my community.”
• Support Circle facilitation.
“I wish to that the Extend-A-Family mission continues to provide their great services to children with
developmental disabilities, in helping them understand that they are valuable citizens in the community and
can have enjoyable lives. The world will be a better place if people become aware of the need for friendship
and community and this is exactly what the Extend-A-Family mission provides for young people like me.”
Victor, Extend-A-Family would like to thank you for taking the time to express what Extend-A-Family and the
staff have meant to you, growing up. Your words continue to inspire and encourage our work.
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Welcome to Alyssa Marshall
My name is Alyssa and I am a new Coordinator with Extend-A-Family. I have 8 years of experience supporting
individuals living with a disability and their families. Along with this, I have an educational background in
Sociology as well as Child and Youth Care. I truly believe in the value of inclusion and belonging and
fostering this in everyday moments. I look forward to creatively finding ways to help young people discover
their strengths and reach their full potential in their communities.

Welcome Joy Alma
I have partnered with Extend-A-Family since 2016 and was thrilled to join the team as a Coordinator in
September of this year. My passion for inclusion stems from my experience as a mother and the advocacy
I do on behalf of my two sons. Prior to Extend-A-Family, I worked at WoodGreen Community Services,
supporting families of children with developmental disabilities. I love working in the community and
connecting families to local resources. Extend-A-Family has taught me to focus on strengths and gifts as
well as the importance of hope. I consider it a privilege to partner with families as they journey towards
inclusion.

See you soon to Jessica Van Wyk
Extend-A-Family would like to congratulate Jessica Van Wyk and her husband as they welcomed a baby girl
in March of 2019. We wish her the best as she begins a new and exciting chapter in her life. Jessica will
return to work with Extend-A-Family in September of 2020.

See you soon to Nusrat Motala
Wishes to Nusrat Motala. May your year of parental leave be filled with laughter, love and lots of snuggles!
Congratulations to you and your family as you prepare for the new arrival.

Farewell to Lee Steel
We would like to acknowledge Lee Steel’s years of service as a former Coordinator at Extend-A-Family
and Facilitator for the Safe and Secure Futures Network. Lee introduced Acceptance Commitment Therapy
(ACT) to Extend-A-Family and continues to facilitate a monthly ACT group. Lee, we wish you continued
success in your new role at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health.

Farewell to Elizabeth MacLean, former Board Chair
We appreciate Elizabeth’s genuine support and contribution to Extend-A-Family and wish her and her family
well in their future endeavours!
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